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INPUT

Geomarketing
studies
217 villages identified
171 villages surveyed
157 villages 
prestudied

Business Model

Investissment
•3 shareholders
•7,75m€ invested

Technologies
•1,067 mWp installed
• Innvovating
technologies
• Support and 
maintenance services

Regulation
• Tarifs for POC, 
GSMA, Ph1&2A1 
approved
•MoU MEH/WL signed

OUTPUT

•28 electrified villages
in Madagascar
•4 163 clients/Nearly
20 000 direct 
beneficiaries

OUTCOMES AND SOCIAL IMPACTS
short, mid and long-term changes 

Income increase

Job creation

Economic impacts

Quality life change 

Proctuvity growth

Ease

Well-being&comfort

Leisure optimization

Better community atsmosphere

Improved security

Better health conditions

Environmental safety

Village opening up

Community 
impacts  

Improved quality education 

Access to more goods and services 

Resources
•39 direct employees
(37% women)
•39 indirect 
employees

Appliances
•225 appliances
distributed
•2 064 led tubes,bulbs
& spotlights
distributed

Short-term 
outcomes 

Mid-term  Long-term

Professional motivation 

Public lighting

Better study conditions 

Development of 
income generating

activity

Commercial 
management
•Prepaid USSD system
•CRM software
•33 commercial 
agents

Better access to information 

C02 emission averted

Women empowerment

More projects to come 

Improved food safetyImproved
energy access

Electrification 
of Public 

infrastructures 
SHS

36 SHS sold (Home 60)

Connection: Meter installation 
satisfaction rate

90%

NPS : Customer referral rate 

65%

CSAT : Overall
satisfaction rate

88



1 - NO POVERTY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Main indicators Indicators description Key customers testimonials

Productive use of energy 
& entrepreneurship

• 82 industrial entrepreneurship in 28 villages empowered with 
three-phase energy connection. 

• 700 shops connected

• 15 entrepreneurs trained in special entrepreneurship program

• 39 new industrial entrepreneurs identified and connected in
2021. 

“I am one of the entrepreneurs who could get trainings from the program 
of Next-A & WeLight. This training has helped me to improve my skills. 
From now I will apply the methods I have learnt. I will create a dedicated 
workspace for my job at home. The training has also helped me to measure 
my benefits.”

“I realize that my activity has significantly impacts on the community.”

Better access to goods 
and services

• On average, 2 new services created per village that were not yet 
available before electricity access according to local authorities 
surveys

• More than 20 000 people have better access on goods and 
services (karaoke, multiservice, hairdressing salon, …)

“We are very happy regarding services access thanks to electricity. There 
has been new services that were not available before. We have now wood 
workshop and karaoke in our village. We do not have to go in downtown 
anymore to get these services.”

Income increase reports 84% of business clients have significantly increased their incomes.
“My income has significantly increased. Now I have got almost the double 
of what I got before WeLight’s electricity. It has really helped me 
developing my business and improving my life conditions”

•Eradicate poverty: in all its forms and everywhere in the world
•Promote sustained, shared and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and 
decent work for all.
•Supporting small businesses to grow, fostering the development of enterprises that provide access to 
new technologies for all



Main indicators Indicators description Key customers testimonials

Entrepreneurship
promotion

Since the arrival of electricity, on average per village, 20 people has 
started new activities according to local authorities surveys.

“We estimate about 25 people who could start new activities since WeLight 
arrival. This concern mainly activities in commerce, which has really evolved 
in our village . Most of these people were only farmes before”

Job evolution and 
diversification

On average, 17% of people are more involved in industry and 
commerce activities according to local authorities surveys.

“I have noticed that people are not just focused on agriculture anymore. 
People want to get profits with some machines such husker and freezers. So 
I have noticed electricity access has increased the number of people 
interested and then involved in industry and commerce activities.”

Job creation
50% of interviewed HC and PRO clients stated getting new 
employees.

“I have realized my dream, I could start my business. I'm a chief now and I 
have now my own employees, I'm really proud. I hope my business will 
grow more in the next coming years”

More professional
motivation 

Surveys showed that 84% of people feel more motivated in their 
professional activities.

“I feel more and more motivated since I have noticed income increase and 
better life conditions. My family and I have many projects in my plans now, 
and wish I will go far in my life”

Trainings for WELIGHT 
workers

• 13 workers were trained in skills H1 2021
• 33 sales agents  trainings in headquarters in February (commercial 
training)
• All employees got trainings in cybersecurity

-

•Eradicate poverty: in all its forms and everywhere in the world
•Promote sustained, shared and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment 
and decent work for all.
•Supporting small businesses to grow, fostering the development of enterprises that provide 
access to new technologies for all

1 - NO POVERTY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH



2 – NO HUNGER, GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Better 
conditions for 
health centers

Improved conditions 
for dispensaries/health 

centers

• 20 dispensaries/health centers are now connected. 

“There has been a huge difference in the health center. We really feel the 
better conditions. We can have night births and can keep patients in the 
health center in safety.”
“We can list vaccine storage possibilities, better conditions for health centers 
thanks to lights, and possibility to use health center devices and equipment.”

Night births
About 1750 night births in health centers connected since
their connections

“There has been more and more night births in the health center. I have 
noticed that people trust more health center instead of home birth. It 
contributes to reduce infantile mortality because it is always better to be 
assisted when giving birth”

Nutrition & 
health 

improvement

Possibilities to keep 
fresh foods

An estimate of 300 clients have freezer/fridges which can
enable households to keep foods fresh, so promotes food
security and better health conditions

“My client and I can eat and keep fresh foods, which contributes to our better 
health conditions in some way”
“We have now access to ice products if before we had to go in downtown to 
eat some”

Production growth
70% of entrepreneurs stated having noticed production 
growth

“My rice production from my husker has increased. The electricity power is 
now steady so that I could have more significant production. Thus, I have got 
the double of the income I had before because I have now more clients.”

Disponibility of various 
kind of foods 

92% of interviewees said they have now larger access on 
goods. People have a larger access on products and 
services, especially with the use of machines which can 
make and keep fresh ice foods.

“As far as I'm concerned we have everything we need in our village now: a 
large variety of  services and products we may need. We do not need to go 
downtown anymore like we used to do before WeLight’s electricity.”

•Eliminate hunger and famine, ensure food security, improve nutrition 
and promote sustainable agriculture

•Empower individuals to lead healthy lives and support the well-being 
of all people at all ages



3 – QUALITY EDUCATION

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Improved quality of 
education

Improving study conditions for 
children at home

Survey showed that 92% of beneficiaries noticed 
improving study conditions for children thanks to 
evening lights (for helping them to do homeworks)

“My children can study late in the evening to do their 
homework if before, they had to stop after 6 pm because we 
do not want to use candles or lamps for safety”

Better access to information
Survey showed that 84% of beneficiaries have access 
to more information (especially thanks to TV). 

“ I have noticed my children and I  got more clever thanks to 
technology. We can follow news on TV and watch some films 
which makes us more cultured and open-minded.”

Leisure optimization
68% of interviewees stated they get improved 
leisure, especially thanks to TV, Karaoke, etc.

“Energy access has developed our leisure activity, especially for 
my children. They can  watch animes and videos on TV which is 
a great leisure for all of us.”

Motivation to study
64% of interviewees stated their children feel more 
motivated to study.

“Because my children can do their homeworks late in the 
evening, as they have now access to more information thanks 
to TV, and as they are now more open to technology, they told 
me that they feel more motivated to study in order to get nice 
jobs in the future.”

Ensure access to education for all and promote equitable quality learning opportunities 
throughout life.



Ensure access to education for all and promote equitable quality learning opportunities 
throughout life.

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Improved quality 
education

Improving study conditions 
for children at school

38 schools (primary, secondary and high schools) are 
connected. Electrified schools make them more efficient: 
they can use computers, they watch films at school, they 
can use various equipment etc.

“As a primary school director, the main advantage to have 
an electrifed school is that the all classroom is well-lit. 
Sometimes, I also have the chance to bring flat screen 
from home and watch films with my students in the 
classroom.”

Improved school results

• 52% of interviewees noticed better school results of their 
children. 
• According to schools directors, the official exam success 
rate has increased by 2,15% on average (CEPE & BEPC)

“Exam success rate for BEPC and CEPE has both increased 
if we compare the rates of the past years. I think this is 
also due to children 'access to modern technology, to 
culture and information from TV and when they can study 
in better conditions at home”

Improved schooling rate
According to schools directors, the schooling rate in 
secondary school has increased by 1,8% on average.

“It might be linked to electricity access which motivates 
children, but we have noticed in the last year that the 
educational wastage has been reduced in primary school 
from secondary school.”

3 – QUALITY EDUCATION



4 – GENDER EQUALITY AND WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Empowering women

Raise of women 
entrepreneurs

An estimate of 400 women entrepreneurs empowered
(commerce & industry)
WeLight has distributed 18 hair dryer, 19 iron, 5 sewing 
machine, 16 ricecookers. 

-

Ease in housework
40% of interviewed women stated that housework is easier
thanks to the different materials use.

“Housework is easier for me at home because I can use some 
machines instead. I do not use charcoal anymore to cook rice 
because I have recently bought a rice cooker which  really gives 
me time saving”

More autonomous women
70% of interviewed women feel more autonomous and 
more independent. This indicator shows promotion of 
gender equity and support women's rights.

“As soon as we had access to electricity, my husband and I decided 
to start a small restaurant. It's me who manages this business so 
that I really feel more autonomous professionally. I get my own 
revenues”
“I am a proud women entrepreneur, I feel more independent since 
I have got my own income. My family life is getting better”

Gender equity for 
workers

Women recruitment
37% of WeLight's employees are women. 
5 new women recruited in 2021

-
Qualified women for 
management/ senior 

leadership level positions

40% of women workers have been trained. These trainings 
are made to promote women’s participation and 
advancement in workplace for the purpose of enabling 
women to fully demonstrate their personalities and 
capabilities.

Achieve gender equality by empowering women and girls.



5 – SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Create sustainable and safe 
villages

Access to basic services
77 public administration buildings connected 
(health centers, city halls, schools, etc.)

Mayor testimony: "Administrative tasks are quite  easier to do 
because we can now use printers to print and photocopy 
documents in the city hall"

Improve village safety

290 public streetlights connected working  5 
hours  each evening
92% of interviewees said the security in the 
village has significantly improved.

« There has been less shoplifting  since we have these public 
lighting.  The security has clearly improved»
"My village has become more beautiful and more peaceful thanks 
to public lighting »

Village opening up
80% of interviewees stated that their village is 
less isolated, more open.

« The arrival of electricity have brought a very nice change for my 
village, especially in terms of opening-up. We really feel like we 
were in downtown»

Better community atmosphere
72% of interviewees confirmed they noticed 
better community atmosphere in the village.

"I have personnaly noticed better community atmosphere in my 
villlage.  People gather more outside in the evening and I have 
also noticed that people get more open-minded too»

Reforestation operation
9 000  trees planted by WeLight in February 
2021

Chief of the village testimony: "Many thanks for WeLight to have 
significantly contributed to our landscape reforestation. We are 
grateful. We will continue to sensitize people to take care of trees 
that everyone needs"

Create cities, housing and transports which are open to all, safe, 
resilient and sustainable

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Create sustainable and safe 
villages

Access to basic services
77 public administration buildings connected 
(health centers, city halls, schools, etc.)

Mayor testimony: “Administrative tasks are quite easier to do 
because we can now use printers to print and photocopy 
documents in the city hall”

Improved village safety

290 public streetlights connected working  5 
hours  each evening
92% of interviewees said the security in the 
village has significantly improved.

“There has been less shoplifting  since we have these public 
lighting.  The security has clearly improved”
“My village has become more beautiful and more peaceful thanks 
to public lighting”

Village opening up
80% of interviewees stated that their village is 
less isolated, more open.

“The arrival of electricity have brought a very nice change for my 
village, especially in terms of opening-up. We really feel like we 
were in downtown”

Better community atmosphere
72% of interviewees confirmed they noticed 
better community atmosphere in the village.

“I have personally noticed better community atmosphere in my 
village.  People gather more outside in the evening and I have also 
noticed that people get more open-minded too”

Reforestation operation
9 000  trees planted by WeLight in February 
2021

Chief of the village testimony: “Many thanks for WeLight to have 
significantly contributed to our landscape reforestation. We are 
grateful. We will continue to sensitize people to take care of trees 
that everyone needs”



5 – SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

Create cities, housing and transports which are open to all, safe, 
resilient and sustainable

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Ease, well-being 
and comfort in daily 

life

No more displacement to get 
energy

64% of interviewees confirmed they do not struggle 
anymore with displacement to get energy.

“We do not have to go to downtown anymore to buy fuels and we 
do not have to go to the shops anymore to buy candles. We just 
have to use our mobile phones and can buy electricity whenever 
we want”

Ease & time saving in use of 
materials

Thanks to energy available 24h/24 and 7day/7, 82% of 
interviewees stated that use of materials are easier 
and more practical. 

“Before, we used solar panels, but they were not practical at all 
because the electricity was not stable. We no longer have this 
problem. Everything is much easier”

Well-being and comfort in daily 
lives

88% of interviewees confirmed feeling more well-
being and comfort in their daily lives thanks to energy. 

“The best change we have noticed is the comfort we have in our 
daily lives thanks to safe lightening especially. We do not have 
worries anymore especially regarding security at home and we 
can use materials whenever we want”



6 – CLEAN ENERGY AND RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Innovating
technologies

4 163clients/20 000 beneficiaries  have access to 
modern energy technologies at an affordable cost
36 SHS sold

21 generating sets installed

“We feel very happy and we are very thankful to have the 
chance to have access to such modern energy”
“Thanks to genset installed, there is no load shedding anymore 
at night so we can work whenever we want”

Promotion of Renewable
energy

Clean energy

1,067 mWp total capacity installed
“The energy is really high-advanced. It is amazing and we are 
very happy with that”

637 mWh clean energy produced since 2018 -

C02 emission averted 300 tons of C02 emission averted since 2018 -

•Use of renewable energy: ensure access for all to reliable, 
sustainable and renewable energy services at an affordable cost

•Establish sustainable consumption and production patterns: 
avoid waste, reduce waste and consumer goods by reducing, 
reusing and recycling



6 – CLEAN ENERGY AND RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION

•Use of renewable energy: ensure access for all to reliable, 
sustainable and renewable energy services at an affordable cost

•Establish sustainable consumption and production patterns: 
avoid waste, reduce waste and consumer goods by reducing, 
reusing and recycling

Thematics Main indicators Indicators Description Customers testimonials

Responsible
production

Safe energy
More than 20 000 people do not use kerosene 
lamps, candles and fuels anymore.

“We feel relieved from using traditional sources of energy. 
WeLight's electricity is completely safe and easy to use for 
households, we have no worries anymore to get energy”

Environmental safety

92% of interviewees stated that the energy they 
have is completely safe for the environment.
80% of interviewees noticed less noise due to 
power generator

“I am convinced that WeLight energy source is worthy, good and 
safe for the environment because it is a renewable energy.”
“We do not use power generator anymore, which is more practical 
and makes less noise”

Materials recycled
No batteries recycled yet since 2018
80 woodpoles recycled since 2018

“We could benefit from last woodpoles that we used for ground 
consolidation and for agricultural use, in compliance with WeLight's
notice”

EHS indicators

0 work-related accident
5 employees trained in emergency response 
team in 2021. -
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APPENDIX 1 - METHODOLOGY

METHODOLOGY OF
SOCIAL IMPACTS MEASUREMENT 

Surveys to customers

Complete questionnaire per 
thematic

25 customers including 18 
entrepreneurs/ Biannualy

Surveys to local 
authorities

Specific questions

10 mayors /Annualy

Surveys to local specific 
directors

Specific questions

10 directors /Annualy

Methodology of testimonial surveys

•Questionnaire subdivided into 3 main thematic 
•Socio-economic impacts
•Impacts on living conditions and life quality
•Impacts on community/Environmental impacts

•Type of questioning: open questions

•Representative sampling of clients (75% business clients / HC, MC+ & PRO 
category and 25% domestic clients/medium consumption clients; 60% men and 
40% women)

•Simple random sample (and stratified by village)

•Survey duration: 10 to 20 minutes per interview

•Frequency: biannualy

•50 testimonies collected per year

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY

• 20-questions questionnaire (Customer Satisfaction, Support 

Services, Customer Perspective/Recommendation)

• 150 clients surveyed in 2021

• Average duration : 8 to 18 minutes

WELCOMING CALL (CONNECTION)

• 15 days after access to the service

• 5 assessment questions about access to services

• Average duration : 3 to 5 minutes

METHODOLOGY OF
CLIENTS SATISFACTION MEASUREMENT 



APPENDIX 2 – DATA MAYORS AND LOCAL DIRECTORS INTERVIEWS

Health

Village
Estimate of 
night births

Ampondralava 100

Antanambaobe 100

Ilaka Est 175

Ampasimbe 160

Mahambo 200

Vohilengo 140

Mahavanona 140

Bemaneviky 275

Ambohitrandriana 185

Andovoranto 275

Total 1750

Quality education

CEPE rate in 
2019

CEPE rate in 
2021

Average
Difference

rate BEPC 
in 2018

BEPC rate 
in 2020

Average
Difference

schoolarship
rate in 
secondary 
2018

schoolarship
rate 
secondary
2020

Average
difference

Ampondralava 55 57 2 45 47 2 45 47 2

Tsarabaria 61 64 3 39 41 2 50 52 2

Ilaka Est 71 73 2 45 47 2 52 53 1

Ampasimbe 65 68 3 41 42 1 51 53 2

Mahambo 76 78 2 47 49 2 50 52 2

Vohilengo 66 68 2 40 42 2 46 47 1

Sarobaratra 73 74 1 41 42 1 52 54 2

Bemanevika 59 63 4 42 44 2 53 55 2

Ambohitrandriana 56 60 4 39 41 2 46 48 2

Marovato 62 65 3 39 40 1 45 47 2

Medium 2,6 2,15
Average

result 1,7 1,8

Economic Activities 

List and nb New activities
started new 
activities

Industry and 
commerce 
activities

Ampondralava karaoke;welding workshop 2 49 15%

Tsarabaria wood workshop,a hotel, haidressing salon 3 55 16%

Ilaka Est hairdressing salon 2 51 17%

Ampasimbe bar lounge with ice products; video room 2 49 16%

Mahambo video room 1 48 20%

Vohilengo wood workshop, video room, 2 48 15%

Sarobaratra bar lounge with ice products, multiservices 2 45 17%

Bemanevika hairdressing salon, multiservices 2 49 18%

Ambohitrandriana karaoke; bar lounge with avec ice products 2 44 17%

Marovato karaoke; bar lounge with avec ice products 2 42 16%

Medium 2 48 17%



KALOLAVA Elodie Mama ANGELINE

« It is a real pleasure to have electricity access. We do not have to use 

petroleum lamp anymore. We do not struggle anymore using equipment, we 

can use any material we want »

« I have recently bought the TV and the amplifiers. I have achieved a part of 

my goals since I get married. I feel more autonomous and of course I am 

happy »

« For future projects, I plan to get a freezer to keep fresh the fishes my 

husband get and set up a grocery shop »

« Regarding community, I have noticed that people are more festive 

especially during festival periods. People forgather more and the village is 

getting famous. Because I have TV, some people come to my house just to 

watch films, this is really nice! »

« There is no load shedding and regarding environment, I am really proud 

that our village is enlightened in the evening. The roads are safe »

16

« I used solar panels and batteries before. I had some problems with the 

electricity availability. Now I no longer have this problem. »

« Access to energy has helped me developing my activity, I have got more 

income than before even if it’s not really significant. But it is gradually 

increasing »

« More and more people have freezer in the village. It is a proof that our 

village is getting richer.” »

« We have a real pleasure in using materials in daily life. We really feel better 

at home. »

« I have many projects to come. I want to build my own house and hope the 

increase of my income will get more and more significant to allow me to 

reach this goal »

« Regarding community, the electricity access is the best way to develop 

income generating activities. Many people have created their own business »

« We really thank WeLight to have make our village so safe and so bright. I 

think everyone is happier now. »

 Andovoranto village 

 Woman, 38 years old

 Farmer

 Married, 0 child and 2 people in the household 

 Materials used: flat screen TV, amplifiers 

 Lives in a house with 3 rooms and 2 light bulbs

 Ampasimbe village 

 Woman, 32 years old

 Multiservices manager

 Single, 2 children and 4 people in the household 

 Materials used: TV, computers, printer

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 3 light bulbs.

APPENDIX 3 – CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS (1/13)



JAOZARA  Eddy GevaisSOA Zeline

« The principal motivation for me to have bought WeLight metric was for the 

change of my beloved village. And it was a really nice change (…) I am 

convinced that the arrival of electricity has many advantages for each of the 

villagers and for all. »

« Personally, I have noticed that my work is more stable and I have been 

able to develop my business more than it was before. I also have more 

clients and notice steady increase»

« We have more projects to come and plan to go further. »

« For my family, my children in particular, we have seen better living 

conditions. For example, my children can study late in the evening to do their 

homeworks, and being able to watch TV has been a great leisure for my 

whole family. »

« On the community side, it is obvious that the arrival of electricity is very 

beneficial from a safety point of view, especially thanks to public lighting. »

« For the environment, there is no worry, it is completely safe »
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« My income has significantly increased. Now I have got almost the double of 

what I got before WeLight’s electricity. It has really helped me developing my 

business and improving my life condition s»

« Before, we used solar panels but it did not allow me to use powerful 

machines. Now I can use all the materials I want and I feel relieved»

« My living conditions have really changed in general. My family feel more 

comfort in daily lives. My son can watch TV as long as he wants. Our lives are 

getting easier »

« We plan to develop more and more income generating activities. There is still 

a lot to do »

« There has been less shoplifting  since we have these public lighting.  The 

security has clearly improved »

"My village has become more beautiful and more peaceful thanks to public 

lighting »

 Mahambo village

 Woman, 26 years old

 Farmer and welding workshop co-manager

 Married, 3 children and 5 people in the household

 Materials used : Welding station, freezer, electrical grinder, TV. 

 Lives in a house with 2 rooms and 3 lights bulbs. 

 Anjahambe village

 Man, 38 years old

 Mutiservices manager

 Married, 1 child, 3 people in the household

 Materials used: TV, canalsat, computers, printer,

lamination equipment

 Lives in a house with 2 rooms and 2 light bulbs

APPENDIX 3 – CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS (2/13)



« The arrival of electricity have brought a great change in my village. We are finally

on the way getting richer and richer »

« I am a proud women entrepreneur, I feel more independent since I have got my

own income. My family life is getting better »

« Especially for me and my family, we have noticed life changing conditions,

everything is easier. Comfort is always there »

« My children can study late in the evening to do their homework if before, they had

to stop after 6pm because we do not want to use candles or lamps for safety»

« I still have many projects in the future and hope to achieve my objectives later on.

My husband and I are confident »

« Air is fresher, nobody is using power generator anymore. Thanks to that, there

has been less noise too »

« For the community, the security has significantly changed. Villagers are happier

in everyday lives, they help each other more too I have noticed. »
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RASOANJANAHARY  Lydia FanomezantsoaRAZANALMASINA Euphemie

 Vohilengo village

 Woman, 35 years old

 Farmer

 Married, 2 children, 4 people in the household

 Materials used: TV, Canalsat, DVD player

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 3 light bulbs.

« My rice production from my husker has doubled since I didn't use power

generator anymore. The electricity power is now steady so that I could have

more significant production. Thus, I have got the double of income I had

before because I have now more clients. »

« Today, I am proud of who I have become. I am satisfied with the life

conditions I have for me and my family »

« I have got my own employees. My business is flourishing. I have more

projects to come of course, I try to go further and further »

« Everyday, we do feel more comfortable. My children can watch TV whenever

they want, they really have pleasure »

« There has been less shoplifting in our village. Security has surely improved »

« The energy we have is completely safe for the environment because it comes

from the renewable energy »

 Sarobaratra village

 Man, 36 years old

 Grocer and farmer

 Married, 3 children, 5 people in the household

 Materials used: welding station, crusher for livestock feed, TV

 Lives in a house with 6rooms and 6 light bulbs.

APPENDIX 3 – CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS (3/13)



« We really wanna thank WeLight to have brought electricity in our village. It has

been a while we waited for this to come»

“Especially for me and my family, energy access has developed our leisure

activity, especially for my grandchildren. They can watch animes and videos

on TV which is a great leisure for all of us. »

« The change in our daily lives is remarquable. Comfort, well-being and ease in

the use of materials are the key changes we have noticed »

« My grandchildren have better performance at school because they learn new

things on TV and they also have leisure after school»

« As far as I'm concerned we have everything we need in our village now: a

large variety of services and products we may need. We do not need to go

downtown anymore like we used to do before WeLight’s electricity. »

« Regarding environment there is less noise and air pollution due to power

generator. »
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TOMBO  Jean De MayeRAHARIVONY  Veronirina Bako

 Bemaneviky village

 Woman, 58 years old

 Farmer

 Married,11 grandchildren, 20 people in the household

 Materials used: TV, computer, amplifiers, canalsat, iron

 Lives in a house with 8 rooms and 10 light bulbs.

« Yes, energy access has changed our family lives. I do not struggle anymore

using my freezer.»

« The energy is really high-advanced. It is amazing and we are very happy with

that»

« The earned income has increased because I have more clients today»

« My client and I can eat and keep fresh foods, which contributes to our better

health conditions in some way»

"We have now access to ice products if before we had to go in downtown to eat

some“

« With all the streetlights we have along the roads, my village looks really

beautiful. »

"We feel relieved from using traditional sources of energy. WeLight's electricity

is completely safe and easy to use for households, we have no worries

anymore to get energy"

 Tsarabaria village

 Woman, 37 years old

 Farmer and grocer

 Married,  5 children, 7 persons in the household

 Materials used: water pump, freezer

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 3 light bulbs.
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« I have succeed the business I wanted to create two years ago. It would have

not been possible without electricity access. I am grateful ”. »

« In our family life, we feel happier, more comfortable, and safer. My family and

I are extremely happy with our situation now and we hope we will go further»

« Like me, our village is on way of development. Everyone is developing more

and more their business, everyone gets more income (…) Children are

getting more clever. »

« I am very motivated to develop my business in order to get more and more

incomes. »

« We do not have to go to downtown anymore to buy fuels and we do not have

to go to the shops anymore to buy candles. We just have to use our mobile

phones and can buy electricity whenever we want »

« From a community point of view, we feel better community atmosphere. They

are happier and more open-minded too »
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ZANAMARO  Rozin ClaudeBEARIVELO  ZANDRAMILY

 Marovato village

 Man, 51 years old

 Artisan

 Married, 2 children, 8 people in the household

 Materials used: television, chainsaw, drilling machine 

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 4 light bulbs.

« My production from the use of the husker has significantly improved. I used

batteries before but it was really hard to use and I usually had problems to

switch on the machines»

« I realize that my activity has significantly impacts on the community. I have

contributed to develop my village I think. And many people have started new

business since the electricity arrival too»

« I have also noticed that my children get more knowledge through the TV. They

can follow TV news and watch cartoons. They are now more familiar with

technology»

« For my village, it’s the security that is really obvious to have changed. We have

less shoplifting since electricity arrival. »

« Regarding the environment, we feel very happy and we are very thankful to have

the chance to have access to such modern energy »

 Antanambaobe village

 Man,  39 years old

 Grocer and farmer

 Married , 2 children, 4 people in the household

 Materials used: television, husker

 Lives in a house with 3 rooms and 4 light bulbs.
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« As soon as we had access to electricity, my husband and I decided to start a

small restaurant. It's me who manages this business so that I really feel more

autonomous professionally. I get my own revenues »

« I am feeling more and more motivated to succeed and still have many projects

to come. I think that thanks to electricity access, the opportunities are very

large »

« In our daily lives, we really feel more comfort especially. We can use all kinds

of appliances which also reduce housework for me »

« The community atmosphere and the security are the most remarkable

changes I have noticed. People forgather in the evening to watch soccer

match on TV in a shop. They go back home safely then with the lighting along

the roads, there is nothing to fear »

« The energy we have is good for the environment because it comes from the

sun »
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TADAHY RénéMARILINY Céline

 Mahavanona village

 Woman, 25 years old

 Small restaurant manager

 Single, 0 child, 4 people in the household

 Materials used: television, freezer, amplifiers

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 4 light bulbs.

« My income has significantly increased. Now I have got almost the double of what

I got before WeLight’s electricity. It has really helped me developing my

business and improving my life conditions»

« Comfort is the most advantage. We do not struggle anymore with the lighting, we

can get up anytime we want with the use of light bulbs. We also can watch TV

as long as we want: follow news on TV, having fun watching music videos »

« Because my children can do their homework late at the evening, as they have

now access to more information thanks to TV, and as they are now more open

to technology, they told me that they feel more motivated to study in order to get

nice jobs in the future. »

« For the future, we would like to improve our living conditions and launch bigger

projects, we are on this path. »

« Security is getting improved in our village. I heard less shoplifting since electricity

arrival. »

 Antanentilava village

 Man,  60 years old

 Grocer and farmer

 Married , 2 children, 7 people in the household

 Materials used: television, husker, amplifiers, decoder 

TV

 Lives in a house with 8 rooms and 8 light bulbs.
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« I have noticed that people are not just focused on agriculture anymore. In rural

areas, agriculture is the basic activity of people but since WeLight electricity's

arrival, people want to get profits with some machines such husker and

freezers. So I have noticed electricity access has increased the number of

people interested and then involved in industry and commerce activities. »

« Life conditions have quite improved. We have waited for electricity in our

village for years. Now we are very happy»

"Housework is easier for me at home because I can use some machines

instead. For example, I do not use charcoal anymore to cook rice because I

have recently bought a rice cooker which really gives me time saving"

« From a community point of view, we feel better community atmosphere and

better security»

« For the environment, I guess it is completely harmless »
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LEONCE  EtienneRAZAFINDRAFARA  Perline

 Mahambo village

 Woman, 50 years old

 Artisan and grocer

 Married, 3 children, 7 people in the household

 Materials used: television, ricecooker, kettler, freezer

 Lives in a house with 5 rooms and 8 light bulbs.

« Of course, electricity arrival has changed my life. Not only mine but ours in the

village. People have larger opportunities for developing activities »

« As far as I’m concerned, my activity has really improved. If before I only had two

machines, now I have chainsaw and planning machine. I have my own business

of wood workshop. With the use of these new materials, my works are quite

easier »

« In everyday life, my family and I feel more comfort. We have light bulbs which

are safe for the house and we have TV. We have more fun, we can enjoy things

like in downtown »

« For the community, we feel better community atmosphere. The village is getting

famous too thanks to all the activities created.”

« Security has significantly improved so far. Everyone is happier because they do

no have worries anymore.

 Ambohitrandiana village

 Man,  60 years old

 Artisan, merchand and farmer

 Married , 1 child, 3 people in the household

 Materials used: woodworking machine, planning machine, 

freezer, Television, chainsaw

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 3 light bulbs.
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« I am one of the entrepreneurs who could get trainings from the program of

Next-A & WeLight. This training has helped me to improve my skills. From

now I will apply the methods I have learnt. I will create a dedicated

workspace for my job at home. The training has also helped me to measure

my benefits.“

« In our family life, we have more fun because we can listen to some music

loudly and we can watch TV as long as we want. My son is really happy

about that»

« Thanks to the freezer, we can keep fresh the foods so that there is less loss »

« We do not use power generator anymore, which is more practical and makes

less noise » “

« I still have many projects which I’d like to be launched later on in order to get

more income. »

« From a community point of view, we feel better community atmosphere

because people forgather more outside. »
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MAHARAVO ModesteNIVO  Edio

 Tanambao Daoud village

 Man, 31 years old

 Grocer

 Married, 1 child, 3 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers, freezer, chainsaw,

drilling machine, welding station, computers

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 6 light bulbs.

« With WeLight’s electricity, I have got more income because I really have had

time saving thanks to the ease use of materials. The electricity is quite stable

not as solar panels»

« The best change we have noticed is the comfort we have in our daily lives

thanks to safe lightening especially. We do not have worries anymore especially

regarding security at home and we can use materials whenever we want

« My children are getting more clever and more open-minded I have noticed

thanks to all the things they see on TV»

« For the future, we would like to improve our living conditions and launch bigger

projects, we are on this path. »

« Electricity we have is quite powerful. It powers the whole village»

« The security is better and I guess the community atmosphere has improved

too.»

 Ampondralava village

 Man,  57 years old

 Artisan, grocer and farmer

 Married , 4 children, 8 people in the household

 Materials used: welding station, chainsaw, drilling machine, 

television

 Lives in a house with 5 rooms and 5 light bulbs.
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« My husband and I have a shop in the village. We have increased the variety of

products to sell. If before we only sold essential products, now we also sell

drinks, cosmetic products, furniture and sometimes new clothes. The income

has increased of course »

« I feel more and more motivated since I have noticed income increase and

better life conditions. My family and I have many projects now, and wish I will

go far in my life»

« I have bought an iron to do easily the ironing of the clothes that I sometimes

sell. »

« Thanks to genest installed, there is no load shedding anymore at night so we

can work whenever we want. »

« From a community point of view, we feel better community atmosphere and

better security, in and around the village. People are also more festive»
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BEALANANA Ratovohery ChristomeRATODIVOLOLONA Fanantenana Noeline

 Ilaka Est village

 Woman, 35 years old

 Grocer

 Married, 1 child, 3 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers, iron, computers

 Lives in a house with 5 rooms and 5 light bulbs.

« Yes, my income has increased. It goes on and on slowly but in general I’m satisfied

now »

« We can keep foods fresh, we have and can sell ice products. Especially in

summer, it is vital for all of us »

« My family life has been really fun. We can follow news on TV and watch films

whenever we want even if the weather is bad »

« We are very happy regarding services access thanks to electricity. There has been

new services that were not available before. We have now wood workshop and

karaoke in our village. We do not have to go in downtown anymore to get these

services. »

« I am convinced that WeLight energy source is worthy, good and safe for the

environment because it comes from a renewable energy. »

 Sandrakatsy village

 Man,  53 years old

 Artisan and grocer

 Married , 1 child, 6 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers, planing machine, freezer

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 5 light bulbs.
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« I have realized my dream, I could start my business. I'm a chief now and I

have now my own employees, I'm really proud. I hope my business will grow

more in the next coming years »

« At home, my wife is feeling more comfortable. She do not struggle anymore

with candles and oil lamps. The energy we have is completely safe for

housings. »

« My wife keeps the shop where we sell ice products. The benefit is pleasing for

the family»

« My children are very happy. They can watch cartons and follow news on TV.

They can also study late in the evening safely»

« Regarding the community, it is obvious that the security has significantly

improved thanks to public lightning»
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TAFARA JudicaelleJAMILI  Aly

 Bemanevika village

 Man, 37 years old

 Artisan and grocer

 Married, 4 children, 6 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers, chainsaw, drilling 

machine, saw, grinder, freezer, decoder TV

 Lives in a house with 4 rooms and 3 light bulbs.

« Before, we used solar panels, but they were not pratical at all because the

electricity was not stable. We no longer have this problem. Everything is much

easier »

« I have more clients. My shop is one of the most famous in the village. I’m happy

and proud! »

« My children are happy too. They have fun watching TV. TV also help them to

have more knowledge »

« For the future, we would like to improve our living conditions and launch bigger

projects. I want to set up a wood workshop »

« The arrival of electricity have brought a very nice change for my village,

especially in terms of opening-up. We really feel like we were in downtown»

“Regarding the environment, I don’t have much to say because it is good for the

environment! »

 Betsiaka village

 Man, 34 years old

 Grocer

 Married , 2 children, 4 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers, freezer

 Lives in a house with 3 rooms and 4 light bulbs.
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« I have somewhat improved my income and my business. There has been

more people who have freezer, which increase competition in the village. But

I guess it is a proof that our village is getting richer”

« At home, my children and my wife feel more comfortable thanks to light bulbs.

We have recently bought a TV and a TV decoder, and it is the biggest leisure

of my children now.”

« I have noticed that my children have better performance at school because

they can do their homework late in the evening no matter what”

« From a community point of view, I see people forgather more in the evening.

Before we had curfew at 10 pm but now we can go outside even at night.

Security has really improved”

« The energy we have is quite safe for the environment. It is nice!”
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Faiozara EMANOELFlorianot VARIZE 

 Bemaneviky village

 Man, 37 years old

 Grocer

 Married, 2 children, 5 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers, freezer, decoder 

TV

 Lives in a house with 2 rooms and 3 light bulbs.

 Maevatanana village

 Man,  41 years old

 Farmer

 Married , 2 children, 4 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers

 Lives in a house with 3 rooms and 4 light bulbs.

« As far as I am concerned, I have not really noticed production growth because

my activity does not depend on electricity. But I notice people in the village

using electricity have benefit. »

« Of course I want to get more income. I still have many projects. I want to buy

some materials but I still have to save money. I hope in the coming years, I

will reach my goals and set up my business»

« The biggest advantage to have electricity for us at home is to have lighting.

We have recently bought TV and it is really much fun for us at home. We can

follow news and soccer match on TV»

« My children can do their homework late at night. They are happy because

they do not use candles nor lamps anymore»

« Regarding the community, security has quite improved and yes, there has

been better community atmosphere»
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RAHARIMANITRA ArmandAlfred TOVOLOAHY

 Ambatoharanana village

 Man, 46 years old

 Artisan and farmer

 Married, 4 children, 6 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers, chainsaw, drilling 

machine, freezer, decoder TV

 Lives in a house with 4rooms and 3 light bulbs.

 Fialofa village

 Man,  53 years old

 Farmer

 Married , 4 children, 5 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers

 Lives in a house with 3 rooms and 4 light bulbs.

« The energy we have is amazing, so high advanced-technology. I was very

happy when I heard electricity will finally come in our village. We waited for

this for so long»

« My activity has improved in some way because I could get more machines.

The goal for me is to set up a wood workshop. I already have some materials

but there is still a lot to do »

« My wife is managing a shop where we sell ice products and fresh drinks.

She has her own income and feels more autonomous. »

« In daily life, we always have fun thanks to TV. Especially my children, they

are eagerly waiting to come back home to watch cartons on TV »

« For the village in particular, I have noticed that people have more activities

and that the security is much better»

« Regarding environment, the energy we have is completely safe and

harmless because less and less people use power generator. »

« We are obviously happy to have electricity access even if we don’t get

income from that. We have larger access on goods and products. We do not

have to go in downtown anymore to get some services and some products.

We have everything we need here»

« My family and I are free from using candles and oil lamp which where not

safe at all for the house. Now we have light bulbs which are much better for

all »

« With streetlights, my village looks really beautiful. In festival periods, many

people can use of amplifies for some music. It makes the parties really

amusing »

« I am sure this energy we have from the sun is great for the environment and

for the coming generation »
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RAZAFINDRAMORA Malala Nantenaina Miolette

 Ampasimbe village

 Woman, 43 years old

 Grocer and farmer

 Married, 3 children, 6 people in the household

 Materials used: television, amplifiers, freezer, blender

 Lives in a house with 3rooms and 4 light bulbs.

« Before, my husband and I used power generator and solar panel to have

electricity. We had some difficulties with the electricity availability and

stability. Now we no longer have this problem »

« Income increase is not so significant but it is increasing little by little. We still

have more projects in the coming years but we are moving slowly»

« Since we have TV at home, my children are not the same anymore. They are

more clever and more talkative. We really see they are happier now. It feels

like they were downtown children »

« My children can also drink fruit juice anytime they want with juice I make. »

«The villagers are more festive and nicer. Security has gone better too

according to local authorities. I also have noticed that»
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